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Style
A scent to
swear by

SHOPPING
NEW FRAGRANCES
K Floraïku, The
Moon and I

Beauty

A refined scent with
a sense of harmony
created by mate
absolute and cedar
oil. The packaging is
also delightful. £250,
Harrods

Kathleen Baird-Murray

A

t least it wasn’t “Yeah,
Whatever.” I am referring
of course to the new
fragrance by Tom Ford,
poetically entitled:
“F***ing Fabulous” (from £205).
Apparently it got its name after Ford,
sitting in a meeting smelling perfume
samples, deemed the concoction of
bitter almond, orris root and clary
sage, rather, well, f***ing fabulous.
How much of an impact has the name
had on sales? Strategically gifted to
media-savvy attendees of his catwalk
show this month, the social-media
flurry of activity that followed ensured
that FF sold out — in one day. Luckily
for those who weren’t first in line, it’s
coming back in November.
“Having a successful fragrance is
dependent on five things: a great story;
a good juice; enough money; a striking
bottle — and a good name,” says Pierre
Dinand, who has designed more bighitting perfume bottles over the past
45 years or so than most, including the
original bottle for YSL’s Opium (Eau
de Parfum, from £49.50) which he
created with Yves Saint Laurent
himself. (You can catch an exhibition
of Dinand’s work from October 17 at Le
Grand Musée du Parfum in Paris.)
Celebrating its 40th anniversary this
year, the name “Opium” was hated by
Chinese Americans who tried to get the
fragrance banned in the US for its
negative connotations towards Chinese
culture — a controversy that, of course,
fuelled sales even further.
YSL would go on to find itself in hot
water again regarding fragrance
names several years later. “When YSL
introduced a fragrance called
Champagne (1993), it was forced to
rename it and it became Yvresse
(£77),” says Hugh Devlin, the principal
consultant for luxury fashion and
beauty brands at law firm Withers

Worldwide. “The name ‘Champagne’
had already been claimed by a group
of champagne producers.”
Protecting a good fragrance name is a
complicated business and can cost tens
or even hundreds of thousands. “There
is an international treaty that
introduced the concept of prior rights
to companies,” says Devlin, “so that if
you’re a British brand, provided your
trademark is registered in the UK or in
Europe, then in a country like America,
even if the mark isn’t registered there,
you would have a prior right over
someone else registering the mark
because the US is a signatory to that
treaty. But China isn’t a signatory to it,
and a lot of companies go into the
Chinese market only to find that
someone has already taken their
trademark — often with no intention of
launching a fragrance with your name
on it, they just use it as a way of
making some money off you.”
Fortunately for those smaller, some
might say more interesting fragrance
houses, for whom finding enough
money to protect their names might be
hard, the trend for whimsical, esoteric
names is, by its very nature, hard to
copy. Jan Ahlgren, founder of Vilhelm
Parfumerie, whose fragrances carry
names such as Don’t Tell Jasmine (from
£155) (with notes of jasmine, lemon
and petal musk); Room Service (£155)
(mandarin, green bamboo, and black
amber) and Morning Chess (from
£155) (bergamot, Tuscan leather and
patchouli) believes that names need
to have a real punch, summon up
emotions, and make you curious to try
them — Morning Chess for example
was inspired by summers in the crisp
light of Sweden, playing chess with his
grandfather. “My names always come
from the inspiration behind each
fragrance; they catch your attention
and make you want to hear the story.”

B Chanel, Gabrielle

‘A successful
fragrance is
dependent on
five things: a great
story; a good juice;
enough money; a
striking bottle —
and a good name’

Named after the fashion
house’s founder, Gabrielle is
young yet sophisticated and,
importantly, lasts for hours.
£79, chanel.com

K Bella Freud,
Psychoanalysis,

An ode to
Bella Freud’s
great-grandfather
Sigmund Freud, this
unisex fragrance is
appropriately complex.
Freud no doubt would
find it intriguing.
£165, Liberty London

K Maison Margiela,
Music Festival
B Eisenberg Paris,
Secret 1-Rose Talisman

This mysterious
fragrance brings to mind
the Sahara desert.
Rose and jasmine give it a
feminine touch while
notes of amber share
the intensity of an oud.
£99, Harrods

Inspired by patchouli, a
plant synonymous with
Woodstock. The brand
describes its smoky scent
as a ‘pleasant confusion of
senses and minds’. Rock
on. £95, Selfridges

I Acqua di Parma,
Colonia Pura

Bergamot suggests the
warming Tuscan sun in
this evocation of Italy,
while orange and
narcissus balance
out the blend.
£66, acquadiparma.com

B Vilhelm Parfumerie,
Do Not Disturb

Tom Ford, F***ing Fabulous
£205, Tom Ford Boutique,
Sloane Street, London

Imagine the aroma of
1950s Hollywood.
Musky vetiver and
tonka bean conjure
images of the Rat Pack
in dimly lit bars.
£155, Liberty London

K Jo Malone, English
Oak & Hazelnut cologne

Earthy and woody notes
recreate the scents from an
autumnal woodland walk.
£88, jomalone.co.uk

Flora Macdonald Johnston

Clara Molloy, co-founder and
creative director of Memo, whose new
perfume brand Floraïku (from £250),
inspired by the Japanese tradition of
haiku, recently launched at Harrods,
has a more romantic approach, with
names such as The Moon and I (mate
absolute, matcha tea, cedar oil); My
Love Has the Colour of the Night
(gaiac, patchouli and vetiver) and First
Dream of the Year (grapefruit, orange
blossom and iris concrete) being
deeply evocative. “To me, the name is
like when you’re expecting a baby and
there’s a long gestation period during
which you make a rough list, but when
you see the face, the list changes,” she
explains. “A good name is a blessing, it
needs to grow, to be part of the reverie,
to last for years. But it can’t be sostrong
that it takes over the whole fragrance.”
If all else fails, you can make up a
word that is more or less meaningless
but has a nice mythological ring to it,
like Givenchy’s Xeryus (from £41)
launched in 1986. Or even just invent a
character as happened with 1981’s bighitting fragrance “Giorgio” (from £45).
“Giorgio represented the lifestyles of
the rich and famous in Beverly Hills, it
sounded continental, and yet it was
created by two guys named Freddy
(Hayman) and George (Grant),” says
Theo Spilka, vice-president of new
business development and licensing
at Firmenich Inc, the world’s largest
privately owned fragrance company.
“They were selling so much tonnage, it
was pure marketing genius.” Giorgio
sold to Avon in 1987 for $165m.
Chanel’s new fragrance — its first in
15 years — takes a forgotten name as
its inspiration. Gabrielle (from £79),
a fresh floral with notes of tuberose,
ylang-ylang, orange blossom and
jasmine created by Olivier Polge, is
named after its founder. You thought
her name was Coco? Ah! That’s where
we were all wrong. Her proper name
was Gabrielle, something that most
of us would not have known at all
were it not for a subtle shift in
communications from the French
luxury fashion house over the past
couple of years or so in which the
grande dame herself was ever-so gently
re-positioned, presumably in readiness
for the new fragrance launch. Don’t be
surprised if in the next few years we
discover she has a third name. Now
wouldn’t that be f***ing fabulous?
@kbairdmurray

